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a b s t r a c t 

Existing network virtualization systems share a few characteristics, namely they target one data center 

of a single operator and only offer traditional networking services. As such, their support for critical 

applications that need to be deployed across multiple trust domains, while enforcing diverse security 

requirements, is limited. This paper enhances the state-of-the-art by presenting a multi-cloud network 

virtualization system, allowing the provision of virtual networks of containers. Our solution enables a 

provider to enrich its network substrate with public and private cloud-based resources, increasing flex- 

ibility and the range of supplied services. One challenging aspect that we tackle is the embedding of 

virtual network requests to the substrate infrastructure, as existing work is unfit to a modern data cen- 

ter context, scales poorly or does not consider the security of virtual resources. We propose a scalable 

heuristic that considers security as a first-class citizen and is specifically tailored to a hybrid multi-cloud 

domain. We evaluate our algorithm with large-scale simulations that consider realistic network topolo- 

gies and our prototype in a substrate composed of one private data center and two public clouds. The 

system scales well for networks of thousands of switches employing diverse topologies and improves on 

the virtual network acceptance ratio, provider revenue, and embedding delays. Our results show that the 

acceptance ratios are less than 1% from the optimal and that the system can provision a 10 thousand 

container virtual network in approximately 2 minutes. 

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Network virtualization gives an unprecedented level of flex-

bility to network operators. By shifting from traditional prim-

tives (e.g., VLANs) and by embracing network-wide centralized

ontrol, modern virtualization systems [1–3] allow the complete

ecoupling of the (virtual) network from its physical realization.

hese production-level platforms facilitate provisioning, helping

roviders cope with the operational challenge of maintaining an

fficient network while allowing users to migrate their workloads,

nchanged, from their enterprises to the service providers facili-

ies. 

Existing solutions share a few characteristics. First, they tar-

et a single operator with full control over the infrastructure.

or instance, NVP [1] , AccelNet [2] , and Andromeda [3] , are

ingle-operator solutions grounded on having entire control of

he hypervisors at the edge, to enable network virtualization. The

rovider-centric nature of these solutions has drawbacks, how-

ver, as it limits the scale of the infrastructure to one cloud and

ntroduces reliability and security concerns. A regional blackout
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ffecting the operator (an event increasingly common [4,5] ) would

ompromise a large number of applications. Security is also an in-

reasing concern to users that consider migrating their workloads

o the cloud. Recent studies report “security risks” to be a top

arrier of adoption of cloud services [6] . Second, existing platforms

estrict the services offered to traditional networking, namely L2

witching and L3 routing. With respect to security, for instance, the

vailable services are limited to fine-grained forms of ACL filtering

e.g., micro-segmentation), and network availability is not consid-

red. Commercial solutions (e.g., [7] ) recently started including

ulti-cloud approaches and disaster recovery services, but their

losed nature leaves it unclear how these services are materialized.

In this paper, we enhance the state-of-the-art by presenting

ur open-source multi-cloud network virtualization system: Sirius.

he main idea is to enrich the substrate network with resources

rom public and private clouds in order to enhance the networking

ervices of users, namely concerning security. Significant benefits

rom a multi-cloud approach include, first, the ability to scale out

enant workloads by outsourcing resources, enabling elasticity of

he virtual infrastructure. This can be used not only to extend the

irtual network across providers but also to save costs (e.g., by op-

imizing pricing schemes [8,9] ). Second, it improves performance

nd dependability. If resources are spread (and replicated) across

louds it becomes possible to explore locality to decrease delays

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2019.06.004
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1 https://github.com/netx-ulx/Sirius . 
and to tolerate operator-wide failures [4,5] . Third, it enhances the

security options for the virtual networks. For instance, the user

may consider a subset of her virtual network to be more sensitive,

restricting it to a specific location considered more trustful (e.g., a

cloud with stricter SLA). Or she may want to abide by the recently

implemented General Data Protection Regulation (GPDR), by plac-

ing a virtual switch connecting databases that contain user data

at a specific private location under the tenant’s control, while the

rest of the network is offloaded to public cloud infrastructures, to

take advantage of their elasticity and flexibility. These advantages

result in this type of deployments to be trending upwards, with

85% of enterprises reporting to already have a multi-cloud strategy

for their business [10] . 

However, exploring these benefits is challenging. As the multi-

cloud provider has no control over the public cloud resources (e.g.,

the VM hypervisor), it is necessary to employ some form of nested

virtualization [11] , and this may impact performance. Besides, the

problem of embedding virtual resources in this setting is highly

complicated. In particular, it is necessary to deal with a hybrid sub-

strate, as private data center topologies (typically a Clos variant)

differ significantly from the network offered by a public cloud (a

full mesh or “big switch”). Since most network embedding algo-

rithms [12] target wide-area networks and mesh topologies, they

perform poorly when directly applied to this context. They are

also unsuitable for any practical deployment, as they often recur

to solving the Multi-Commodity Flow (MCF) problem for link map-

ping [13] . This approach is not only slow to be applied to large in-

frastructures (as we show in Section 5 ) – it is also impractical, as it

would be necessary to adjust the resulting path splits to the granu-

larity supported by the underlying cloud, a problem not addressed

in the embedding literature. Aside from this, as our goal is to lever-

age from an enriched substrate to enhance the security and avail-

ability of virtual networks, it is necessary to extend the embedding

algorithms with these new requirements further. So far, the secu-

rity problem has received relatively little attention in the literature

(we will detail this further in Section 6 ). We have explored this

problem recently [14] , by proposing a MILP solution for the secure

VNE problem considering a multi-cloud network substrate. Unfor-

tunately, that solution scales very poorly (see Section 5.2 ). 

To address these challenges we propose a novel embedding al-

gorithm, a core conceptual contribution of our work. Our solu-

tion achieves five goals – all five are necessary for a production-

level deployment. First, it makes efficient use of the substrate

resources, achieving a very high acceptance ratio of virtual net-

work requests, consequently increasing provider profit. Second, it

is topology-agnostic, allowing it to achieve good results for radi-

cally different topologies. Third, it allows users to specify the level

of security (including availability) of each element of their virtual

networks and guarantees the fulfillment of their requests. Forth,

it improves application performance by significantly reducing the

average path length. Finally, it scales well, making it practical for

large-scale deployments. 

This algorithm has been implemented in our Sirius system, sup-

porting the management of multi-cloud substrate infrastructures,

and the provisioning of user-defined virtual network requests. We

analyze the behavior and performance of the algorithm with large-

scale simulations that consider a private data center following

Google’s Jupiter topology design [15] , extended with hundreds of

cloud resources spread across two public clouds. Also, we evalu-

ate our Sirius prototype in a substrate composed of three clouds:

one private datacenter and two public clouds (Amazon EC2 and

Google Cloud Platform). We demonstrate that our system allows

virtual networks to extend across multiple clouds, without signifi-

cant loss of performance compared to a non-virtualized substrate.

When compared with the state-of-the-art approaches, our novel

embedding algorithm enables multi-cloud providers to increase the
irtual network acceptance ratio (with results less than 1% lower

han the optimal), reduce path lengths, and grow provider revenue.

ur evaluation also shows that virtual networks with several thou-

ands of virtual hosts can be provisioned quickly, even if spread

ver several clouds. 

In summary, the main contributions of our work are: 

• The design and implementation of a multi-cloud network

virtualization system that improves over the state-of-the-art

by enabling users to define security requisites for all ele-

ments of the virtual networks; 

• A network embedding algorithm that is demonstrated to be

the best fit for our scenario, increasing the multi-cloud net-

work acceptance ratio and quality of service, alongside scal-

ing properties that guarantee its applicability in large-scale

deployments; 

• A detailed evaluation of our proposal under various scenar-

ios. 

We also made our system Sirius available open source 1 , includ-

ng all evaluation data (scripts and results). 

. Design 

In this section, we present the design of Sirius. The initial in-

piration for our solution draws from modern virtualization plat-

orms [1,16] . Precisely, it departs from distributed control, leverag-

ng the advantages of its logical centralization to orchestrate a dis-

ributed set of data plane elements. 

Our solution allows users to define their virtual networks (VN)

ith arbitrary topologies and addressing schemes, and guarantee

solation of all tenants that share the substrate (see Fig. 1 ). On top

f this foundation, we set a couple of ambitious goals for our plat-

orm, including the improvement of its scalability properties, and

he enhancement of the networking services available to users. To-

ards these objectives, we introduce an additional set of require-

ents – the technical innovations that materialize these require-

ents are the core of this paper. These are: Substrate scalability:

llow the network substrate to scale out, by extending it with pub-

ic cloud resources. System scalability: Handles on the order of the

undreds of requests per second. Enhanced virtual network services:

llow users to define the security and availability requirements

f every element of their virtual networks, increasing their de-

endability. Provider profit: The mapping of virtual to substrate re-

ources should maximize provider profit, through high acceptance

atios and efficient utilization of resources. Fit for a hybrid multi-

loud: The solution should perform well in a diverse substrate net-

ork with different topologies, including public (e.g., Amazon EC2),

rivate (e.g., a modern data center), and hybrid clouds (e.g., a pri-

ate DC extended with public cloud resources). Practicality: The

onstraints of the network substrate should be taken into account.

erformance: The virtualization layer should not introduce signifi-

ant overhead and application performance should not degrade. 

These requirements are not met by any existing solution, which

t most address a subset of these criteria. We further differentiate

rom related work in Section 6 . 

.1. Virtual and Substrate Networks 

Virtual networks. In our platform, the user can define her vir-

ual network ( Fig. 1 (b), left) using a graphical user interface or

hrough a configuration file. She can define any arbitrary topology

omposed of a set of virtual hosts and a group of virtual switches ,

nterconnected by virtual links . The virtual switches can be of one

http://github.com/netx-ulx/Sirius
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Fig. 1. (a) System architecture; (b) Virtual networks and substrate. 
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f two types: virtual edge switches , in case they have virtual hosts

ttached, or virtual transit switches , in case they do not. The virtual

osts can be configured with any addresses from the entire L2 and

3 address space. 2 The virtual links are configured with the band-

idths and latencies required. 

A core contribution of our solution arises from allowing users

o further enhance their networks by setting the specific security

equirements of each virtual host, switch, and link. For instance,

pecific virtual hosts may be considered sensitive, leading to re-

trictions about their location (e.g., to be hosted in a trusted facil-

ty) or of its type (e.g., to be hosted in a secure substrate, such as

ne offering threat prevention or encryption). For this purpose, our

olution enables the network provider to define the security level

f each cloud and each data plane element of the substrate, allow-

ng users to specify the security requirements of all hosts, switches,

nd links of the virtual network. It is also possible to define the

evel of availability of virtual hosts. In this case, our system en-

orces these elements to be replicated, accordingly with their level.

or instance, if the level of availability required is high, it may be

eplicated in a different cloud, to tolerate large-scale cloud outages.

Fig. 1 illustrates a virtual network in our system, with a sim-

lified set of requirements. In this example, the nodes within a

ed circle represent sensitive elements and therefore need to be

ocated in a trusted cloud. 

Substrate network. Our system allows a network provider to

xtend its infrastructure by enriching its substrate with resources

rom public cloud providers, allowing it to be shared (transpar-

ntly) by various users ( Fig. 1 (b), right). The resources are orga-

ized in such a way to create a single multi-cloud abstraction. Our

ubstrate is composed of one or several private infrastructures, and

ne or several public clouds. In this infrastructure, the substrate

ompute elements run on top of the Sirius compute hypervisor, and

re inter-connected by substrate links and substrate switches . 

Every hypervisor runs one substrate software switch to allow

ommunication between the substrate compute elements and be-

ween these and the outside world. We consider a second type of

ubstrate switches in our model: the substrate fabric switch . This

orresponds to a physical switch under Sirius’s control – typi-

ally part of a private data center (DC) fabric. Note, however, that

his does not mean the solution to require full control of all DC

witches. If the provider does not have centralized control over

he fabric (as it uses traditional L2/L3 networking), then the sub-
2 With the restriction that they are not allowed to use the same address in dif- 

erent hosts of their network. 

s

 

n  

r  
trate topology will not include the fabric switches. In this case,

he only switching elements are the software switches that run at

he edge. The substrate links include tunnels (both intra-cloud and

nter-cloud) and physical links. Again, physical links are only in-

luded in the substrate topology if Sirius has control over the phys-

cal switches to which they connect. Finally, every cloud includes

ne gateway that acts as an edge router. The inter-cloud tunnels

re set up and maintained in this node (as such, this is the only

lement that requires a public IP address). 

.1.1. Architecture 

Our system’s architecture has two core components ( Fig. 1 (a)):

 substrate orchestrator, that deals mainly with initializing, con-

guring, and updating the substrate resources; and the network

ypervisor, chiefly responsible for embedding network requests

nto the substrate fulfilling the user’s requirements, setting up and

onitoring the network state, and guaranteeing isolation between

irtual networks. 

Substrate orchestrator. The orchestrator is composed of four

odules that deal with user interaction and management of the

ubstrate infrastructure. A web-based graphical interface allows

dministrators and users to define the substrate and virtual in-

rastructure topologies, respectively. The administrator and tenant

nterfaces are similar, but each includes its own user-specific pa-

ameters. The Multi-cloud Provisioning & Configuration module is

esponsible for the deployment of the required VM instances that

orm the substrate, by interacting with the various clouds. After-

ards, this module installs the compute hypervisor (that includes

 software switch) and configures the required external tunnels. 

Interaction with the network hypervisor is enabled by the Hy-

ervisor Support module. First, it starts by forwarding virtual net-

ork requests to the network hypervisor. When it receives a re-

ponse with the required mappings, it initializes the necessary

ubstrate compute elements (containers) to map the virtual hosts.

he orchestrator maintains information about the virtual and sub-

trate topologies, along with its mappings, in a Topology Database.

Network hypervisor. The hypervisor initializes when the sub-

trate network is set up. Its first task is to obtain information

bout the infrastructure from the orchestrator. This is enabled by

nteraction between the Hypervisor Support and Network Embed-

er modules. Afterward, the Topology and flow manager module

ontacts all data plane elements to populate its own internal data

tructures (e.g., get number and IDs of switch ports). 

At this point, the hypervisor is ready to start receiving virtual

etwork requests (VNR) forwarded by the orchestrator. When such

equest arrives to the Network Embedder, the hypervisor runs the
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V  
embedding algorithm to map the VNR into the substrate. As no

existing solution was fit for our problem, this became the core al-

gorithmic challenge to be solved. We thus leave the description of

the algorithm we propose to the next section. After the embed-

ding phase the results are communicated back to the Hypervisor

Support module and the user requirements are enforced by the

Multi-cloud Provisioning & Configuration module, that deploys the

virtual hosts, virtual edge switches, and virtual links at, respec-

tively, substrate compute elements, substrate software switches,

and substrate links, that satisfy all requirements and have enough

resources available to fulfill the specific demands. As the virtual

transit switches do not have any virtual host attached, they can

map to either a substrate software switch or a substrate fabric

switch. Next, the Topology and flow manager sets all data paths

in the data plane. Changes to the topology are also monitored, and

data paths are dynamically teared up and down, as necessary. 

The hypervisor employs three main techniques to ensure isola-

tion. These are implemented in the Isolation module. First, every

substrate compute element has a unique ID, the hostID , based

on its location. This ID includes the substrate switch identifier and

the port to which it connects. The hypervisor maintains a structure

with all virtual-to-substrate mappings in the Mapping Database

module, including information about the virtual network of each

element. As different virtual networks can have elements with the

same L2 and/or L3 addresses, the virtual addresses cannot be sent

unmodified to the substrate. As such, the second technique we em-

ploy is address translation at the edge. We assign an ephemeral

MAC ( eMAC ) to replace the virtual host MAC address (similar to the

PMAC used in Portland [17] ). The eMAC includes a compact version

of the hostID and the user ID. Every time traffic originates from

a virtual host, the MAC is translated, at that edge switch, in the

eMAC. When traffic arrives at the destination, the inverse operation

takes place. Third, as we want host applications to run unmodified

in our system, Sirius intercepts all ARP messages and treats them

in a way that is transparent to the hosts. 

3. Network Embedding 

The next section abstracts the elements of the infrastructure

in a model that captures the fundamental characteristics of the

substrate and user demands for the virtual networks. Sirius then

uses the models to optimize the embedding of user requests in the

clouds. 

3.1. Network model 

3.1.1. Substrate Network 

The substrate network is modeled as a weighted undirected

graph G 

S = (N 

S , E S , A 

S 
N 
, A 

S 
E 
) , where N 

S is a set of nodes, E S is the

group of links (or edges) and A 

S 
N 

/ A 

S 
E 

are the attributes of the

nodes and edges. A node n S is a network element capable of for-

warding packets. It can be either a software switch or a fabric

switch, which is modeled by an attribute type ( n S ) with values 0

or 1, respectively. 

A software switch connects several local compute elements

(e.g., containers) to the infrastructure. All run in the same physical

(or virtual) machine and share the local resources. Therefore,

we employ attribute cpu ( n S ) to aggregate the total CPU capacity

available for network tasks and processing of user applications.

Similarly, these components have an equivalent set of protections

and are located in the same cloud. We use attributes sec ( n S ) ≥ 0

and cloud ( n S ) ≥ 0 to represent the security level of the ensem-

ble and the trust associated with the cloud, with higher values

associated to stronger safeguards. 

Fabric switches are internal routing devices, utilized for ex-

ample in the access or aggregation layers of a data center.
hey are optional elements because our solution can enforce all

ecessary traffic forwarding decisions by configuring only the

oftware switches at the edge. However, they allow for addi-

ional flexibility when computing the paths, often leading to

ore efficient embeddings. Since public cloud providers disal-

ow the configuration of internal network devices, we restrict

he modeling of fabric switches to private data centers. These

witches have the same attributes as above, where the values

or sec ( n S ) and cloud ( n S ) are dictated by the risk appetite of the

wner organization. Overall, the attributes of a node are A 

S 
N 

=
{ type (n S ) , cpu (n S ) , sec (n S ) , cloud(n S ) } | n S ∈ N 

S } . 
The edges are characterized by the total bandwidth capac-

ty (attribute bw ( e S ) > 0) and the average latency ( lat ( e S ) > 0).

hey also have an associated security level ( sec (e S ) > 0 ), where

or example inter-cloud links may be perceived less secure

han edges of a private datacenter, as the first have to be

outed over the Internet. Overall, the edge attributes are A 

S 
E 

=
{ bw (e S ) , lat(e S ) , sec (e S ) } | e S ∈ E S } . 

In Sirius, users have two means to specify the substrate net-

ork. We have a graphical tool to enable the drawing of the

etwork topology and set the attributes. As alternative, a policy

rammar can be employed to describe the substrate in a text file

details in [14] ). In both cases, some aspects of our infrastructure

an be explored to ease the specification. For example, default

ecurity levels can be inherited by all internal links and nodes

f a cloud. In addition, instead of relying on the user to provide

he links latencies, they can be calculated using measurements

erformed on the network (which are periodically updated). 

.1.2. Virtual Networks 

VNs are also modeled as weighted undirected graphs G 

V =
(N 

V , E V , A 

V 
N , A 

V 
E ) , where N 

V is the set of virtual nodes, E V is the

et of virtual links (or edges), and A 

V 
N 

/ A 

V 
E 

are the node and edge

ttributes. These attributes are similar to the substrate network

ttributes. For example, type () classifies whether a node is a vir-

ual edge or a virtual transit switch. In this case, and to reduce

he specification effort, type ( n V ) is inferred by the system using a

traightforward rule – a switch with no virtual host attached is con-

idered a virtual transit switch; otherwise, it is a virtual edge switch . 

A node n V that corresponds to a virtual edge switch models the

equirements of the switch and the locally connected hosts. Re-

arding demanded CPU, the attribute cpu ( n V ) is the sum of all re-

uested processing capacity (for network tasks and applications).

ith the other attributes, we take the most strict requirement of

ll elements (e.g., if hosts need a security level of 4 but the switch

nly asks for 1, then sec ( n V ) is 4). For virtual transit switches, there

s a direct relation between the requirements and the attributes of

he matching node. 

VNs only have an extra attribute in A 

V 
N 

to support enhanced

vailability. In many scenarios, hosts should be replicated so that

ackups can take over the computations after a failure. This means

hat during embedding additional substrate resources need to be

llocated for the backups. The attribute avail ( n V ) can take three

re-defined values: avail ( n V ) = 0 means no replication; avail ( n V )

 1 requests backups in the same cloud; for replication in another

loud then avail ( n V ) = 2 (e.g., to survive from a cloud outage). 

Overall, the two sets of attributes are: A 

V 
N = {{ type (n V ) ,

pu (n V ) , sec (n V ) , cloud(n V ) , avail ( n V )} | n V ∈ N 

V } and A 

V 
E ={ bw (e V ) , lat(e V ) , sec (e V ) } | e V ∈ E V } . 

.2. Scalable SecVNE 

Sirius instantiates the users’ requests by mapping the associated

Ns onto the substrate while respecting all declared attributes. Our

olution handles the on-line VNE problem, where every time a

NR arrives there is an attempt to find appropriate provisioning
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Algorithm 1: Main SecVNE Procedure. 

Input : G 

V , G 

S , R N , R E 

Output : P Map // mapping for primary network 

Output : BMap // mapping for backup network 

1 P M ap.N ← NodeM apping(G 

V , G 

S , R N , R E ) ; 

2 P Map.L ← LinkMapping(G 

V , G 

S , R N , R E , P Map.N) ; 
3 if (( P Map.N 	 = ∅ ) ∧ ( P Map.L 	 = ∅ )) then 

4 Rtemp N ← R N ; 
5 Rtemp E ← R E ; 
6 U pdateResources (R N , R E , P Map) ; 
7 if (at least one virtual node needs backup) then 

8 BM ap.N ← BNodeM ap(G 

V , G 

S , R N , P Map) ; 

9 BMap.L ← BLinkMap(G 

V , G 

S , R N , R E , P Map) ; 
10 if (( BMap.N 	 = ∅ ) ∧ ( BMap.L 	 = ∅ )) then 

11 U pdateResources (R 

S 
N , R 

S 
E , BMap) ; 

12 return ( P Map, BMap); 

13 else 

14 R N ← Rtemp N ; 
15 R E ← Rtemp E ; 
16 return ( ∅ , ∅ ); 

17 else 

18 return ( P Map, ∅ ); 
n the substrate. While deciding on the location of the resources,

e perform a heuristic mapping with the purpose of increasing the

verall acceptance ratio, reducing the usage of substrate resources,

nd fulfilling the security needs. If we find a solution, the residual

apacity of the substrate resources decreases by the amount that

s going to be consumed. Otherwise, we reject the request. 

While experimenting with existing embedding algorithms, we

bserved some limitations when applied to our multi-cloud envi-

onment, namely related with the inability to address the secu-

ity requirements (for instance, [13,18,19] ), the incapacity to sup-

ort large numbers of switches (for instance, [14,18,20,21] ), and

nefficiencies on the use of resources, often because the assumed

etwork model is not a good match for our setting (for instance,

13,18–23] ). Therefore, we designed a new algorithm built around

he following ideas: (i) Optimal embedding solutions, for instance,

ased on linear program optimization do not scale to our en-

isioned scenarios, and therefore we employ a greedy approach

ased on two utility functions to guide the selection of the re-

ources; (ii) The mapping of the virtual resources to the substrate

s carried out in two phases: in the first the nodes are chosen, and

hen the links. While ensuring the security constraints, we give

riority to the security level over the cloud trust; (iii) The backup

esources necessary to fulfill availability requirements are only re-

erved after the primary resources have been completely mapped,

iving precedence to the common case where no failures occur.

he next subsections detail the various parts of our solution. 

.2.1. Utility Functions 

The process for selecting the substrate nodes uses two utility

unctions to prioritize the nodes to pick earlier. The first func-

ion, UResSec (), utilizes only information about the current resource

onsumption and the node security characteristics. In particular,

t values more the nodes that: (i) have the highest percentage of

vailable resources, as this contributes to an increase in the VNR

cceptance ratio; and (ii) provide the lowest security assurances

but still larger than the demanded ones), to reduce the embed-

ing costs (highly secure cloud instances are typically substantially

ore expensive than regular ones 3 ). The utility of a substrate node

 

S is: 

ResSec(n 

S ) = 

% R N (n 

S ) × ∑ 

∀ e S → n S % R E (e S ) 

sec( n 

S ) × cloud(n 

S ) 
(1) 

here the % R N (n S ) = R N (n S ) /cpu (n S ) is the percentage of residual

PU capacity (or available capacity) of a substrate node. The resid-

al capacity is computed with Eq. (2) , with n V ∈ N 

V and x ↑ y denot-

ng that the virtual node x is hosted on the substrate node y : 

 N (n 

S ) = cpu (n 

S ) −
∑ 

∀ n V ↑ n S 
cpu (n 

V ) (2) 

nd, where the sum element of Eq. (1) corresponds to the overall

vailable bandwidth of the edges connected to n S ( e S → n S means

 

S is an endpoint of e S ). The value of % R E (e S ) = R E (e S ) /bw (e S ) is

he percentage of the residual capacity of a substrate link. The

esidual capacity is calculated with Eq. (3) , with e V ∈ E V and x ↑ y

enoting that the flow of the virtual link x traverses the substrate

ink y : 

 E (e S ) = bw (e S ) −
∑ 

∀ e V ↑ e S 
bw (e V ) (3) 

The second utility function, UPath (), contributes to decrease the

istance (in a number of hops) among the substrate nodes of a VN

mbedding (for this reason we term this function Path Contraction ),

mproving the QoS and decreasing further the provider costs. This
3 For example, the cost of a Trend Micro Deep Security instance at aws.amazon. 

om /marketplace is five time higher than a normal instance. 
llows coupling node to link mapping, which is key to improve

etwork efficiency, as we show in Section 5.3 . When a virtual node

 

V is to be mapped, the utility of selecting a substrate node n S is

omputed with two factors: (i) the UResSec () of n S ; and (ii) the av-

rage distance between n S and the substrate nodes that have al-

eady been used to place the neighbors of n V (given by function

vgDist 2 Neighbors ()). The substrate node utility with path contrac-

ion is: 

 P ath (n 

S , n 

V ) = 

U ResSec(n 

S ) 

a v gDist2 Neighbors (n 

S , n 

V ) 
(4) 

The intuition behind dividing the (initial) substrate node utility

y the average distance is to diminish the utility of substrate nodes

ocated further away from the nodes already mapped. The effect is

 lower communication delay (average path length is shorter) and,

imultaneously, a decrease in bandwidth costs. 

.2.2. SecVNE Algorithm 

Our Secure Virtual Network Embedding (SecVNE) algorithm con-

ists of three procedures: (i) receiving and processing the tenants

N request (main SecVNE procedure); (ii) primary node and edge

apping, employing the utility functions to steer the substrate re-

ource selection; and (iii) backup mapping, allocating disjoint re-

ources to avoid common mode failures. 

ecVNE: VN requests are embedded into the substrate with

lgorithm 1 . The algorithm expects two kinds of inputs: (1) the VN

raph ( G 

V ) including all attributes; and (2) the substrate descrip-

ion, with the graph ( G 

S ) and current nodes’ and edges’ residual

apacities ( R N , R E ). At system initialization, the algorithm assigns

he residual capacities with the values of the resource capacities

n the substrate graph, but as VNRs are serviced, they are updated

sing Eqs. (2) and (3) . Also, when a VNR execution ends, the resid-

al capacities are increased to reflect the release of the associated

esources. 

The algorithm can potentially produce two mappings. One is for

he network used in normal operation, called the PMap (from pri-
19 else 

20 return ( ∅ , ∅ ); 

http://aws.amazon.com
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Algorithm 2: NodeMapping(). 

Input : G 

V , G 

S , R N , R E 

Output : nodeMap // mapping for the nodes 

1 nodeMap ← ∅ ; 

2 scoreT ← getScore (G 

V ) ; 

3 ut ilT ← get Ut il(G 

S , R N , R E ) ; 

4 forall the ( n 

V 
i 

∈ G 

V ) do 

5 v irtualNodeMapped ← false ; 

6 cand id T = getCand id ates (n 

V 
i 
, G 

V , G 

S , utilT ) ; 

7 forall the ( n 

S 
j 
∈ cand id T ) do 

8 if ( cpu (n 

V 
i 
) � R N (n 

S 
j 
)) then 

9 nodeMap ← nodeMap ∪ (n 

V 
i 
, n 

S 
j 
) ; 

10 del Util (n 

S 
j 
, util T ) ; 

11 v irtualNodeMapped ← true ; 
12 break ; 

13 if (v irtualNodeMapped = false ) then 

14 return ∅ ; 

15 return nodeMap; 
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Algorithm 3: LinkMapping(). 

Input : G 

V , G 

S , R E , nodeMap 

Output : linkMap // link mappings 

1 linkMap ← ∅ ; 
2 Rtemp E ← R E ; 

3 forall the ( e V 
i 

∈ E V ) do 

4 totalBw ← 0 ; 

5 Rloop E ← R E ; 

6 forall the ( e S 
j 
∈ E S ) do 

7 if ( sec(e V 
i 
) > sec (e S 

j 
) ) then 

8 Rloop E (e S 
j 
) ← 0 ; 

9 Paths ← getPaths (e V 
i 
, G 

V , G 

S , Rloop E , nodeMap) ; 

10 foreach ( p ∈ Paths ) do 

11 if ( lat(e V 
i 
) ≥ getLatency (p, G 

S ) ) then 

12 bwp ← getMinBand wid th (p, Rloop E ) ; 

13 totalBw ← totalBw + bwp; 

14 candP ← candP ∪ (e V 
i 
, bwp, p) ; 

15 if ( | candP | = MaxPaths ) then 

16 break ; 

17 if ( totalBw ≥ bw (e V 
i 
) ) then 

18 forall the ( mp ∈ candP ) do 

19 bw (mp) ←  (bw (mp) /totalBw ) ∗ bw (e V 
i 
) � ; 

20 U pdateLinkResources (R E , candP ); 

21 l inkMap ← l inkMap ∪ candP ; 

22 else 

23 R E ← Rtemp E ; 

24 return ∅ ; 

25 return linkMap; 
mary mapping ), and the other is for the backup nodes and edges to

be employed in case of failure, called the BMap (from backup map-

ping ). A mapping is a set of tuples, each with a virtual resource

identifier and the corresponding substrate resource(s) where it will

be placed (and some additional information). 

The algorithm logic is relatively simple. It starts by seeking for a

PMap (Lines 1–2). Then, it changes the residual capacities based on

resource consumption after deployment (Line 6). If at least one of

the virtual nodes requires availability support ( a v al(n V 
i 
) > 0 ), then

a backup mapping is also obtained (Lines 8–9), and the capacities

are updated (Line 11). 

Node Mapping: Algorithm 2 implements the NodeMapping () pro-

cedure, whose goal is to find a valid embedding for the virtual

nodes of the VN, taking into consideration all attribute require-

ments. 

The procedure starts by creating a table where a score value

orders the virtual nodes (Line 2, and top of Fig. 2 ). The virtual node

score is calculated using: 

NScore (n 

V ) = 

cpu (n 

V ) × ∑ 

∀ e V → n V bw (e V ) 

sec (n 

V ) × cloud(n 

V ) 
(5)

where e V → n V means n V is an endpoint of link e V . In the figure,

virtual node 1 has a score of 2, and virtual node 3 has a score of

9. As processing of virtual nodes is performed in increasing score

order, in this example these virtual nodes are thus the first and the

last, respectively, to be processed. 

Next, we calculate the UResSec utility for all substrate nodes

(Line 3; middle of the figure). For instance, the UResSec score of

substrate node a is equal to 15, whereas the score of c is 72 and

of e is 70. These scores are stored in utilT , a hashMap indexed by

the security level and cloud trust of the node, to optimize accesses

by security demand. The scores of substrate nodes c and e referred

above, for instance, are stored in the table line that corresponds to

a security level of 2, and a cloud trust of 2. 

Virtual nodes n V 
i 

are then processed one at a time. For each, we

select all acceptable candidate substrate nodes, i.e., the switches

n S 
j 

that provide security assurances of at least the same level re-

quested ( sec(n S 
j 
) ≥ sec (n V 

i 
) and cloud(n S 

j 
) ≥ cloud(n V 

i 
) ). As an ex-

ample, if the virtual node requires a security level and cloud trust

of (at least) 2, the substrate nodes included in last utilT line are not
onsidered, as those have a cloud trust and security level of only

. In addition, candidates are chosen based on the type of virtual

ode: if n V 
i 

is a virtual edge switch ( type (n V 
i 
) = 0 ) then only sub-

trate software switches are acceptable ( type (n S 
j 
) = 0 ); otherwise,

or virtual transit switches ( type (n V 
i 
) = 1 ), we allow either soft-

are or fabric substrate switches. The algorithm places these can-

idates in a structure called candidT , ordered by decreasing UPath

tility value (i.e., not ordered using the UResSec score stored in the

tilT table) – observe Line 6 of the algorithm, and bottom of the

gure. For instance, node e , with a UResSec score equal to 70, has

 UPath score of 20. Next, we search candidT for the first node that

as enough residual CPU capacity (Line 8), and use the first to be

ound (Line 9). We also remove this node from utilT to prevent fur-

her mappings to this substrate node from this VNR (i.e., from this

enant), thus avoiding situations where a single failure would com-

romise a significant part of the primary virtual network of a sin-

le tenant (Line 10). 

We should note that the ordering of the search has a substan-

ial impact on performance, namely concerning request acceptance

nd costs – we recall that the processing of scoreT is in increasing

core order, while candidT is in decreasing utility order. The intu-

tion, which was confirmed by our simulations, is that this leads

o embeddings where: (i) virtual nodes with modest security de-

ands are mapped to substrate nodes that give fewer assurances

“freeing” nodes with higher security level to serve more demand-

ng requests); (ii) nodes end up being physically located near to

ach other; (iii) there is a more even distribution of the residual

apacities. 

ink Mapping: Algorithm 3 finds a mapping between the virtual

dges and the substrate network. Each edge is processed individu-
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Fig. 2. Data structures used in node mapping. 
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lly, searching for a suitable network connection between the two

ubstrate nodes where its virtual endpoints will be embedded. The

pproach is flexible, allowing the use of single or multiple paths. 

The algorithm consists of the following steps. First, the sub-

trate edges that do not provide the necessary security guaran-

ees are excluded (Lines 6–9). For this purpose, we set to null the

esidual bandwidth capacity of those edges on an auxiliary variable

loop E (Line 9), thus preventing their selection at later steps. 

Second, we obtain a set of paths that could be employed to con-

ect the two substrate nodes where the virtual edge endpoints will

e embedded (Line 10). In our implementation, we resort to the K-

dge disjoint shortest path algorithm to find these paths, using as

dge weights the inverse of the residual bandwidths. This ensures

hat when “distance” is minimized, the algorithm picks the paths

hat have the most available bandwidth. 

Third, the substrate paths to be used are chosen (Lines 11–

7). Prospect paths p are an ordered sequence of substrate edges

 p = (e S 
1 
, e S 

2 
, . . . ) ), which have a certain latency (equal to the sum of

he link latencies, and calculated by getLatency ()) and a maximum

andwidth (given by the smallest residual bandwidth of all the

dges, and computed by getMinBandwidth ()). Eligible paths need

o have latency less than the requested (Line 12). We store these

aths in a candidate set candP together with the corresponding vir-

ual edge and available bandwidth (Line 15). The set will have at

ost MaxPaths , a constant that defines the degree of multipathing

when set to 1, we use a single path) (Lines 16–17). This constant

an be used to prevent an excessive level of traffic fragmentation,

hich is important when managing the number of entries in the

acket forwarding tables of the switches. On the other hand, it

mproves dependability because localized link failures can be au-

omatically tolerated with multi-path data forwarding (if enough

esidual capacity exists in the surviving paths). 

The last step is to define how much traffic goes through each

ath, ensuring that together they provide the requested edge band-

idth (Lines 18–22). An edge can only be mapped if enough band-

idth is available in the paths (Line 18). In this case, we update

he bandwidth in every path to an amount proportional to their

aximum capacity, therefore distributing the load (Lines 19–20).

hen, the residual capacities of the substrate edges are updated,

w  
ccordingly to this embedding procedure (Line 21), and the set of

aths is saved (Line 22). 

ackup Mapping: To improve the availability of their virtual net-

orks, tenants can specify replication of specific virtual nodes. For

his purpose, the algorithm performs a backup embedding that

atisfies the same attribute requirements as the primary map-

ing. The backup functions, BNodeMap () and BLinkMap () called in

lgorithm 1 , operate similarly as their normal counterparts, with

he exception that we exclude all resources used in the primary

appings from the embedding. We note that there are a few cases,

owever, where it may be impossible to enforce this objective.

or instance, inside the same rack typically there is only one ToR

witch. So, in this specific case, there is some level of sharing. 

. Implementation 

We implemented the Sirius network hypervisor as an SDN ap-

lication on top of the Floodlight controller. The orchestrator is de-

loyed on an Apache Tomcat server. For the compute hypervisor,

e have resorted to Docker with Open vSwitch [24] as the soft-

are switch. As such, substrate compute elements are Docker con-

ainers. Users interact with the system through a GUI based on a

rowser-based visualization library [25] . 

Our system was deployed in a substrate composed of two pub-

ic clouds (Amazon EC2 and Google Compute Engine) and one pri-

ate infrastructure (our own data center). The public clouds are

anaged with Apache jclouds. We acquire VMs in the public cloud

nd then configure Docker to support the automatic provisioning

f containers. In the private cloud, we resort to VMs running in

 rack server. The substrate fabric switches of our data center are

ica8 P-3297, operating at 1 Gbps. The intra-cloud edges are cre-

ted using GRE, and the clouds interconections are set up with

penVPN tunnels. 

. Evaluation 

The evaluation aims to answer several questions. First, we want

o determine if our solution is efficient in using the substrate

esources. Namely, regarding the acceptance ratio of virtual net-

ork requests, which will translate into profit for the multi-cloud
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Table 1 

VNR configurations that were evaluated. 

Notation Description 

NS + NA No security or availability demands on the VNRs 

10S + NA VNRs with 10% of resources (nodes and links) with security demands (excluding availability) 

20S + NA Like 10S + NA , but with security demands for 20% of the resources 

NS + 10A VNRs with no security demands, except for 10% of the nodes requesting replication 

NS + 20A Like NS + 10A , but for 20% of the nodes 

20S + 20A 20% of the resources (nodes and links) with security demands and 20% of the nodes with replication 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. VNR acceptance ratio: Sirius vs optimal. 
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provider. Second, we want to understand how the system scales,

both concerning the enrichment of the substrate with cloud re-

sources and the rate of arrival of VNRs. Additionally, we need to

find out if Sirius handles well different kinds of topologies, includ-

ing private, public, and hybrid clouds. Finally, we would like to

measure the overhead introduced by the virtualization layer, and

how it affects application performance. 

We evaluate Sirius using large-scale simulations, comparing it

with the two most commonly used heuristics: D-ViNE , which

uses a relaxation of a MILP solution for node mapping and MCF

for link mapping [18,26] ; and the heuristics proposed by Yu

et al. [13] that follow a greedy approach for node mapping and use

MCF for link mapping (we label this solution FG+MCF ). As MCF has

scalability limitations, for this second approach we have also used

the shortest path algorithm ( FG+SP ). 
Besides, we evaluate the performance of our prototype over a

multi-cloud substrate composed of a private data center and two

public clouds (Amazon and Google), measuring the elapsed time

to create various networks. 

5.1. Testing environment 

We extended an existing simulator [27] to collect various met-

rics about the embedding when a VNR workload arrives at the sys-

tem. 

Substrate networks. We employed two types of substrate net-

work models: for public clouds, we utilized Waxman, where pairs

of nodes are connected with a probability of 50% [28] (using the

GT-ITM tool [29] ); for the private data center, we created networks

following the Google’s Jupiter topology design [15] . For compari-

son with the optimal solution ( Section 5.2 ), we considered a small

scale substrate of 25 nodes. The reason is that the optimal so-

lution we proposed in [14] does not scale to large networks. For

the large-scale simulations ( Section 5.3 ) we considered three sub-

strate networks: pub_substrate - 100 nodes spread evenly in

three clouds; pvt_substrate - 1900 nodes in one private data

center; and multi_substrate - 2500 nodes spread in three

clouds and a private data center. The CPU and bandwidth ( cpu S and

bw 

S ) of nodes and links is uniformly distributed between 50 and

100 and 500 and 1000, respectively. Latencies inside a data cen-

ter were set small ( lat S ∈ {1.0}), and between clouds were set larger

( lat S ∈ {50.0}), following empirical evidence we collected. These re-

sources are also uniformly associated with one of three levels of

security and trust ( sec S ∧ cloud S ∈ {1.0, 1.2, 5.0}) in the public clouds,

and one level ( sec S ∧ cloud S ∈ {6.0}) in the private cloud. These val-

ues were chosen to achieve a good balance between the diversity

of security levels and their monetary cost. The rationale for this

choice was our analysis of the cost of Amazon EC2 instances with

normal and secure VM configurations. These costs assume a wide

range of values, related to the implemented defenses. For example,

while an EC2 instance with content protection is around 20% more

expensive than a normal instance (hence our choice of 1.2 for the

intermediate level of security), the cost of instances with more so-

phisticated defenses are at least five times greater (our choice for

the highest level of security). 
Virtual networks. VNRs have a number of virtual nodes uni-

ormly distributed between 5 and 20 for the smaller scale setups,

nd between 40 and 120 for the larger-scale ones. Pairs of vir-

ual nodes are connected with a Waxman topology with proba-

ility 50%. The CPU and bandwidth of the virtual nodes and links

re uniformly distributed between 10 and 20, and 100 and 200,

espectively. Several alternative security and availability require-

ents are evaluated, as shown in Table 1 . We model VNRs arrivals

s a Poisson process with an average rate of 4 VNRs per 100-time

nits for the first setup and 8 VNRs for the others. Each VNR has

n exponentially distributed lifetime with an average of 10 0 0 time

nits. 

.2. Evaluation against optimal solution 

The goal of an heuristic is to compute good solutions fast, in or-

er to obtain results that are close to the optimal, while enabling

t to scale to very large networks. We thus start by asking how

ar is our heuristic from the optimal solution proposed in previous

ork [14] . For this purpose, we have considered a small scale sub-

trate that, as explained above, consists of 25 nodes (the optimal

olution [14] does not scale to larger values). We simulated 20 0 0

NRs with a number of virtual nodes that is uniformly distributed

etween 2 and 4 nodes. We compared the acceptance ratio of both

olutions considering the VNR configuration NA+NS (recall Table 1 ).

he results are presented in Fig. 3 . The Sirius heuristic presents re-

ults that are very close to the optimal, with an acceptance ratio

hat is less than 1% lower than the optimal. 

.3. Large-scale simulations 

We performed an extensive set of simulations to compare Sirius

ith the state-of-the-art VNE solutions. Figs. 4 a,b, and 5 a present

he results for the Acceptance Ratio (AR) of the three scenar-

os under evaluation, respectively. We consider two variants of

ur approach to better assess the advantages of the mechanisms

hat form the overall design: Sirius(w/oPC) only employs the

ResSec () utility function, and therefore does not take into con-

ideration the length of the paths offered by UPath () (i.e., it is
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Fig. 4. Acceptance ratio: ratio of successful VNRs. 

Fig. 5. Acceptance ratio (multi-cloud scenario) and provider revenue. 
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f  
he version without Path Contraction – recall Section 3.2.1 ); and

irius(wMCF) using MCF for link mapping. 

Acceptance ratio. In the case of VNRs with no security de-

ands ( NS+NA ) in the smaller network ( Fig. 4 a), Sirius ap-

roaches behave similarly to FG+MCF , but increase the AR by 8%

ver FG+SP and present a significant 3-fold improvement over

-ViNE . The poor performance of D-ViNE is a result of its un-

erlying model not fitting our specific multi-cloud environment.

or instance, this solution considers geographical distance, which

s not as relevant in a virtualized environment. Notice however

hat the results for D-Vine represent its best configuration with re-

pect to geographical location – we have tested D-Vine with the

ntire range of options for this parameter. As the first conclusion,

n the network topology offered by a public cloud (a full mesh),

oth FG+MCF and Sirius achieve good results. 

As we introduce security demands, Sirius acceptance ratio de-

reases but only slightly. For instance, when 20% of all virtual ele-

ents request a level of security above the baseline, the reduction

f the acceptance ratio is of only 1%. The same is true with re-

uests that include availability, although the decrease is more pro-

ounced (up to 13%). We expected this result, as replication needs

ot only to double node resources but also leads to an increase

n the number of substrate paths (to maintain replica connectiv-

ty). The alternative solutions perform poorly with security require-

ents, as they do not consider these additional services. There-

ore, most of the produced embeddings were rejected because they

ould violate at least one of the demands. We show no results in
he case of D-VINE because, after more than one week of running

his experiment, the algorithm had not yet finished. We also do not

nclude results for the tests for availability because the algorithms

e compare against do not consider the possibility of replication. 

When observing Figs. 4 b and 5 a, the advantage of our ap-

roach is made clear. No results are included for algorithms

ith MCF for link mapping, as they take an extremely long

ime to complete. Sirius has an acceptance ratio 18% above

G+SP in the pvt_substrate ( Fig. 4 b), and of over 210% in the

ulti_substrate ( Fig. 5 a). These results demonstrate the ef-

ectiveness of our solution in improving the acceptance ratio over

he alternatives for both virtualized datacenters and, even more

trikingly, for a multi-cloud scenario. The main reason is our more

etailed model, which incorporates different types of nodes (soft-

are and fabric switches), increasing the options available to map

irtual nodes. The conclusions with respect to security are simi-

ar to above. One note, however, to explain why the results do not

egrade with security in the pvt_substrate case, compared to

he others. The reason is that in this experiment all nodes are con-

idered of the highest security level, as they are inside the private

ata center. Another observation is that in some cases the average

cceptance ratio is higher (despite still inside the confidence in-

erval) with security demands, which can be counter-intuitive. The

eason is that in some cases fulfilling security requirements tends

o slightly better balance the substrate load. 

Provider revenue. Next, we focus on the economical advantage

or the multi-cloud provider. As in most previous work [13,18] , we
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Fig. 6. Embedding time for node mapping. 
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assume the revenue of accepting a VNR is proportional to the ac-

quired resources. However, in our case, we assume that security is

charged at a higher premium value (in line with public cloud ser-

vices). We calculate the revenue per VN as: 

R (VNR) = λ1 

∑ 

i ∈ N V 
[1 + ϕ 1 (i )] cpu 

V (i ) sec V (i ) cloud V (i ) 

+ λ2 

∑ 

(i, j) ∈ E V 
[1 + ϕ 2 (i, j)] bw 

V (i, j) sec V (i, j) , 

where λ1 and λ2 are scaling coefficients that denote the relative

proportion of each revenue component to the total revenue. These

parameters offer providers the flexibility required to price differ-

ently the resources. Variables ϕ account for the need to have back-

ups, either in the nodes ϕ1 ( i ) or in the edges ϕ2 ( i, j ). 4 In the ex-

periments, we set λ1 = λ2 = 1 . 

Fig. 5 b presents the average revenue generated by embedding

VNRs in pub_substrate . The main conclusion is that Sirius gen-

erally improves the profit of the multi-cloud provider. First, rev-

enue is enhanced when we include security, which gives incentives

for providers to offer value-added services. Second, availability can

even have a stronger impact because more resources are used to

satisfy VNRs 

Scalability. We now turn our attention to system scalability,

with a focus on embedding latency, as this metric translates into

the attainable service rate for virtual network requests. The mea-

surements use code that is equivalent to the one used in our net-

work hypervisor (for our approach, it is the same java implemen-

tation). Figs. 6 and 7 present the time to map nodes and links,

respectively. As can be seen, D-VINE scales very poorly in both

phases, while Sirius , Sirius(w/oPC) , and FG+SP behave bet-

ter. With mappings taking in the order of tens of ms, these so-

lutions enable embedding hundreds to thousands of virtual ele-

ments per second. The time to embed backup elements is of the

same order of magnitude (we omit the graph for space reasons).

Finally, as the substrate and the size of the virtual networks grow,

the embedding latency increases accordingly. Fig. 7 b displays the

worst case of our experiments: the time for link mapping in the

multi_substrate . For such large-scale network, embedding in-

creases to around 60 seconds per virtual network. In summary,

Sirius , Sirius (w/oPC) , and FG+SP are the only embedding

solutions that scale to reasonable numbers in the context of a re-

alistic network virtualization system. 
4 ϕ 1 (i ) = 1 if a backup is required, or 0 otherwise; ϕ 1 (i, j) = 1 , in case at least 

one node needs a backup, or 0 otherwise. 

f  

a  

C  

o  
To conclude, we look into the benefits brought by the Path

ontraction (PC) function UPath (). By “contracting” path lengths,

irius requires fewer substrate links. This can be confirmed in

ig. 8 a, which shows the total number of substrate links utilized

n the private data center topology (similar results were obtained

or the other scenarios). Even when comparing with FG+SP , a

cheme that resorts to shortest path, Sirius ends up performing

etter. The reason is that our heuristic couples the two phases of

mbedding by bringing neighboring nodes closer to each other. As

 consequence, there was the expectation of increasing embedding

fficiency and improving application performance by reducing net-

ork latency. Indeed, the PC mechanism enhances the embedding

cceptance ratio (see Figs. 4 b and 5 a). Moreover, UPath () decreases

he distance between virtual nodes, measured as the number of

ops between their corresponding substrate nodes (“path length”).

ig. 8 b illustrates, for one representative simulation run, how path

engths are significantly decreased. On average, we observed a 26%

eduction on this metric. 

.4. Prototype experiments 

We now turn to evaluate Sirius by running real experiments

ith our prototype. We have set up a multi-cloud substrate, com-

osed of 2 public clouds (Google and Amazon), and a private data

enter (our cluster in Lisbon). In Section 5.4.1 , we test the perfor-

ance of the prototype, including the time to set up the substrate,

he time to provision virtual networks, and data plane perfor-

ance (regarding latency and throughput). Then, in Section 5.4.2 ,

e compare Sirius running our embedding algorithm against the

lternative of integrating other state-of-the-art algorithms into Sir-

us. 

.4.1. Prototype performance 

Substrate setup time. Fig. 9 shows the time to set up a sub-

trate with VMs distributed through the three clouds. Since we

erform most operations in parallel, it is possible to observe only

 small increase in time when the number of VMs more than dou-

les, from 10 to 25. The slowest operation is VM configuration,

hich includes the time for software installation (e.g., Docker) and

etting a basic container image. The second most relevant delay is

M provisioning by the cloud provider. Overall, the added cost of

ur solution is small, as it involves only the setup of the required

unnels. 

Virtual network provisioning. Substrate provisioning repre-

ents a one-off cost in terms of setup time, and therefore it does

ot have an impact on user experience. By contrast, the time to

rovision virtual networks represents the operating run-time cost

hat directly impacts the user, and so it requires particular care.

n Fig. 10 b we present the provisioning time for VNs of different

izes in number of virtual hosts (containers), on substrates with

istinct numbers of substrate compute nodes (VMs). As the reader

an observe, we present two versions in the figure: our first im-

lementation (“baseline”) and the final, optimized version. In both

ases, the rapid increase in the elapsed time from 1k to 4k con-

ainers, and from 10k to 25k containers, is due to the rise in the

umber of containers deployed per VM (from 100 to 400 in the

ormer, and from 400 to 10 0 0 in the latter). In all cases, our em-

edding procedure represents a relatively insignificant fraction of

he overall provisioning time (less than 3%). 

The superlinear increase in provisioning time for large VNs

as motivated us to investigate performance optimizations. In our

aseline implementation, container configuration represented by

ar the largest fraction of this time (over 75%). We thus made

 closer inspection of this provisioning stage, shown in Fig. 10 a.

ontainer configuration consists of running a customized version

f the ovs-docker script — the Open vSwitch utility that enables
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Fig. 7. Embedding time for link mapping. 

Fig. 8. The effect of coupling node and link mapping with Path Contraction. 

Fig. 9. Substrate setup time. 
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ocker networking. Most of the processing is spent on three tasks:

reating virtual container interfaces with ip link , setting up the net-

orking name space with ip netns , and link the interfaces with
 specific OVS switch port with ovs-vsctl add-port . Fig. 10 a shows

hat the ovs-vsctl command, in particular, scales poorly, with script

xecution time exhibiting a growth rate that explains the superlin-

ar increase in configuration time reffered to above. We thus re-

lized the bottleneck of the baseline version to be the use of se-

uential calls to the script within a single process, a problem that

ecomes more severe with larger networks. As an optimization of

he configuration process, we execute several instances of the ovs-

ocker script in parallel. To avoid connection issues (related to the

aximum number of open sockets), we bound the number of con-

urrent calls to 10 in our implementation. 

This optimization of the configuration procedure resulted in a

ignificant gain of between 2x and 2.5x in virtual network provi-

ioning time. As shown in Fig. 10 b, the optimized version of Sirius

s able to provision a virtual network of 10k containers in less than

 minutes, more than halving the result from the baseline. As the

cale of the VN increases so does the gain, which is close to 2.5x

or the larger, 25-thousand hosts virtual network. 

Throughput and latency. Fig. 11 presents the cost of virtual-

zation with respect to latency and throughput, using as baseline

 VM configuration that accesses the network directly. Inter-cloud

TTs raise by around 30% (i.e., between 5 and 10ms), and intra-

loud RTTs increase by less than 400us. As inter-cloud applications

ypically assume latencies of this magnitude in their design, and
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Fig. 10. Virtual network provisioning time. 

Fig. 11. Prototype measurements: intra- and inter-cloud throughput and latencies. 
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the added intra-cloud cost is small, this overhead is arguably ac-

ceptable. Throughput decreases further, with larger costs when the

baseline is high, as expected [1] . We are currently investigating

networking-enhanced VM instances to reduce this overhead. 

5.4.2. Comparison against alternative embedding algorithms 

In this section, we compare the embedding algorithm employed

in Sirius against two alternatives: the optimal solution presented

in [14] , and the commonly-used greedy approach using MCF for

path selection, proposed in [13] . For this purpose, we have imple-

mented these two embedding algorithms and integrated them into

Sirius. 

The goal of this experiment is to measure the time it takes for

the embedding algorithm to report a solution. In addition, we also

want to measure its success rate, as in some cases the algorithm

may fail to find a solution. We have considered the multi-cloud

substrate composed of three clouds explained before, with the fol-

lowing setup (presented at the bottom of Fig. 12 ). We have set

up 9 VM instances at Google as substrate compute elements (re-

call Fig. 1 ), each with the following characteristics: 16Gb RAM, four

vCPUs, and all running Ubuntu Server 16.04 LTS. In Sirius, one of

these instances is the gateway, which we set with the role of fabric

switch (node G in the figure), to which all other VMs are connected.
e recall that in our model the fabric switch cannot have any vir-

ual host attached, and so is able only to function as virtual transit

witch . The other VMs ( b ∼ i ) run a software switch , with several

ontainers running on top. At Amazon we run 10 VM instances,

ith the same characteristics as above. Again, one (node A ) is set

ith the role of fabric switch, while the others ( j ∼ r ) run a soft-

are switch and several containers. Our private data center in Lis-

on includes one OpenFlow switch (fabric switch, node L ) and one

are metal physical server (node a ) with 32 Gb RAM, 8 CPUs, run-

ing Ubuntu Server 14.04 LTS. The server hosts a single VM as sub-

trate compute element, running a software switch, with several

ontainers connected. The fabric switches are all interconnected.

n all clouds, we model each software switch with 100 CPU units. 

Our experiment consists in emulating nine sequential VNRs,

ade by different tenants. We consider three virtual topologies,

nd three requests for each topology, done in sequence. Namely,

he first request is for a big switch topology; the second, a Virtual

luster; and the third is for an inter-network (top of Fig. 12 ). We

epeat this sequence three times. We have chosen these topolo-

ies as they are ubiquitous and representative of different ap-

lications. The first two, the big switch and the virtual cluster,

re taken from [30] . The first is a single switch to which several

osts connect, in a star topology. The second topology consists of
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Fig. 12. Virtual (top) and Substrate (bottom) topologies for experiments considering three embedding algorithms: Sirius, full-greedy [13] , and the optimal solution [14] . 

Fig. 13. Embedding time for 9 sequential VNRs. 
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5 We set the timeout to 1-hour. 
ultiple virtual clusters connected to a central switch, over links

hat are typically oversubscribed. The third topology represents

 typical three-tier topology commonly used in web workloads,

here a layer of load balancers connects to a layer of application

ervers, which then connect to another layer of database servers.

n all the topologies considered, each edge switch runs a set of

ontainers. In each VNR, one virtual switch running several virtual

osts has a CPU requirement of 50 units. 

Fig. 13 presents the results of our experiment. The plot shows

he embedding time of the three algorithms considered. The sym-

ol X marks the cases when the algorithm failed to return a so-
ution. As expected, the optimal solution is very slow. This fact

s apparent in all cases, with each embedding taking many sec-

nds to return a result, but is made particularly evident in the

nter-network case. The three VNRs requesting this topology have

ailed due to a timeout. 5 Sirius is also faster than the full greedy

pproach, due to the latter using MCF for mapping the virtual

inks. It is also possible to observe that full greedy has failed to

nd a solution to the last request, whereas Sirius mapped all re-

uests. This result illustrates the advantage of our enhanced model

hat distinguishes between fabric and software switches. Our so-

ution makes better use of the substrate resources, as it can map

irtual transit switches to fabric switches. As the full greedy ap-

roach from [13] does not make this distinction, it needs to map

ll switches (edge and transit) to software switches. As a result, it

oes not have enough resources to fulfill the last request. 

. Related Work 

Cloud networking. The performance of a cloud-based ap-

lication critically depends on the network that inter-connects

ts computational elements. The enhancement of cloud services

ith network guarantees has therefore been an active area of

esearch in the past decade. One of the first attempts was Sec-

ndNet [31] , a Virtual Data Center abstraction that provides

loud tenants with bandwidth guarantees for pairs of VMs. The

uthors of Oktopus [30] went further, proposing two new ab-

tractions: the virtual cluster – a virtual switch interconnecting

ultiple VMs with bandwidth guarantees for all virtual links, and
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the virtual oversubscribed cluster – an oversubscribed two-tier

cluster that suits applications featuring local communication

patterns. Faircloud [32] and EyeQ [33] improved by considering

work-conserving bandwidth allocations, and Jang et al. [34] by

providing bounded packet delay. Follow-up work extended these

models with dynamic traffic patterns [35] , improved embedding

algorithms [36] , and better scaling properties [37,38] . These works

extend the cloud model with network guarantees, but none offers

network virtualization. In particular, they do not allow for arbitrary

virtual network topologies. 

Network virtualization. The growth of cloud computing and

the large scale of the data center networks that enabled it has

left cloud operators with a difficult problem: to choose between

networking flexibility (Ethernet) or scalability and efficiency (IP).

SEATTLE [39] was among the first solutions to marry the plug-and-

play functionality and ease of management of Ethernet networks,

by employing flat addressing, with the high scalability and effi-

ciency of shortest-path IP-based routing (enabled by hash-based

resolution of host information). VL2 [40] and PortLand [17] have

improved over this initial work by exploring scalable data plane

primitives, such as multi-path, and by addressing some of the scal-

ing limitations of SEATLLE (namely by avoiding the use of broad-

casts). While these works significantly improved the status quo,

they did not provide complete network virtualization – the abil-

ity to fully decouple the virtual network from the underlying sub-

strate. It was only with the emergence of Software-Defined Net-

working (SDN) [41] that became feasible to provide this form of

network virtualization. Modern network virtualization platforms,

including VMware NVP [1] , Microsoft AccelNet [2] , and Google An-

dromeda [3] , are edge solutions based on SDN to offer complete

network virtualization to its tenant applications. Contrary to our

work, these modern platforms do not consider a multi-cloud sub-

strate. In addition, the papers do not explain how the embedding

problem is addressed and do not describe the incorporation of se-

curity or availability services. 

Virtual network embedding. While efficient greedy heuristics

already existed for the node mapping phase of the Virtual Network

Embedding (VNE) problem, Yu et al. [13] where the first to solve

the link mapping problem efficiently. The authors assumed a sub-

strate that is path splitting-capable, enabling solving the problem

as a multicommodity flow (MCF). MCF improved the situation but,

as we have argued, is not a good fit for production-quality systems.

In [18] , Chowdhury et al. proposed an approach for VNE that intro-

duced coordination between the node and link mapping phases to

improve the acceptance ratio. As we show in Section 5.3 , this so-

lution scales very poorly. Besides, none of these works considers

security or availability. 

Survivable VNE. More recently, Yu et al. [21] have proposed to

improve the availability of VNE by extending existing algorithms

with node redundancy. Others [19,20] have proposed VNEs that al-

low recovering from substrate link failures. Rahman et al. [20] have

considered single link failures, whereas Shahriar et al. [19] went

further to consider the presence of multiple substrate link failures.

Contrary to our work, these set of proposals target only availability.

Security in VNE. A relatively less well-explored perspective

on the VNE problem is providing security guarantees. Fischer

et al. [42] have introduced this problem, considering the inclusion

of constraints in the VNE formulation that consider security. The

authors proposed the assignment of security levels to every physi-

cal resource, allowing virtual network requests to include security

demands. This position paper has only enunciated the problem at

a high level and has not proposed any solution or algorithm. Bays

et al. [22] and Liu et al. [23,43] have afterward proposed VNE al-

gorithms based on this idea. However, the authors of [22] con-

sider only link protection. Liu et al. go further, by also consider-

ing node security. However, they also do not consider availability
or a multi-cloud setting with different trust domains. Also, their

odel makes a few assumptions that make it unfeasible for a real-

stic network virtualization platform. First, it requires virtual nodes

o fulfill a specific security level, demanded by the physical host. In

ractice, a virtualization platform cannot assume such level of trust

bout its guests. Second, it assumes that the duration of a virtual

etwork request is known beforehand. This limitation reduces its

pplicability in a traditional pay-as-you-go model, as a cloud ten-

nt typically does not know in advance the duration of its requests.

e make none of these assumptions in our work. In [14] we have

roposed a MILP solution for this problem, considering a multi-

loud network substrate. As we explained in Section 5.2 , that solu-

ion scales very poorly. 

Multi-provider VNE. Most VNE work considers a single (intra-

omain) substrate infrastructure. One of the early exceptions was

olyVINE [44] , a policy-based inter-domain VN embedding frame-

ork that embeds end-to-end VNs. However, the goal of this

ork is to coordinate policies among inter-domains, a different

roblem from ours. Other examples include the works by Houidi

t al. [45] and Dietrich et al. [46] . These solutions considered a

ultiple substrate in the embedding, and address some impor-

ant albeit orthogonal problems that could be incorporated into

ur Sirius (e.g., [46] addresses the multi-domain VN embedding

roblem with limited information disclosure, which is of high rel-

vance to VN providers). None of these works consider node and

ink security, nor availability. In addition, they follow the “tradi-

ional” network model used in most embedding work, considering

nly one type of node. Our multi-cloud approach follows a virtu-

lized datacenter model that differentiates between two types of

irtual nodes: virtual hosts and virtual switches. As we explain in

ection 5.3 , this is key to achieve high efficiency and higher accep-

ance ratios over the traditional models. One common limitation

f all the VNE work we presented in this section is that it focuses

olely on the embedding problem and/or presents generic frame-

orks – they do not build a concrete system. 

Multi-cloud systems. The multi-cloud model was successfully

pplied in the context of computation [47] and storage [48] . One

ommon goal is to improve system dependability. Examples in-

lude MapReduce [49] , coordination [50] , and file systems [48] . To

he best of our knowledge, Sirius is the first system to apply this

odel to network virtualization. 

. Conclusions 

In this paper, we presented the design and implementation of

irius, a multi-cloud network virtualization platform. Our solution

mproves the state-of-the-art by extending the substrate network

ith cloud services and enhancing virtual networks with security

nd dependability. 

Evaluations of our prototype in large-scale simulations reveal

hat, compared with the state-of-the-art alternatives, our solution

cales well, increases the acceptance ratio and the provider profit

or diverse topologies, maintaining short path lengths to guarantee

pplication performance. 
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